Practitioner in NLP
Nottingham 2018

What is NLP?
NLP stands for Neuro Linguistic Programming. Through
understanding and manipulating the links between neurology,
language and behaviour, you can create exceptionally
powerful possibilities for how you develop and
communicate. NLP awakens you to attitudes, principles and
an array of tools to perform better in any area of your life.
Through creating the programmes you want, you can learn
more quickly, influence personal well-being, relate more
effectively in personal or professional contexts, and create
brilliant well formed outcomes.

“NLP is probably the single most powerful thing that I have ever learnt, it has
had a dramatic positive effect on me personally, my relationships with others
and my business – my only regret is that I wish that I had done this course 20
years ago. I could not start to place a monetary value on the gains that I have
achieved through attending this course.” CEO, North Lincs.

Join us for our next practitioner course in Nottingham, Summer 2018

The Programme

Core NLP Patterns

How do we know what we know? NLP as an applicable
methodology which you can turn to anything
Rapport – the oomph factor: how to create impact and
achieve maximum responsiveness in the people around
you
Non-verbal communication: read and calibrate other
people's non-verbal behaviours to match and ethically
influence
Representational systems – the how of thinking: each individual receives, processes and recalls
information in a slightly different way. You can learn to recognise a person's processes and expand
your own capacity to match anybody!

Language Models
Meta Model: how to use precision language to connect with deeper meaning, challenge, change and
restructure patterns of thought with intention
Milton Model: hypnotic language patterning and the secret to transformational change
Metaphor: storytelling, personal narrative and reaching creative solutions by stimulating the
unconscious

NLP Processes for Coaching and Facilitating Change
Anchoring: choosing, building, and accessing appropriate states of being on demand
Submodality interventions: how to change beliefs and cure phobias
Tasking: how to facilitate the child in setting their own direction
Timeline: for working with past traumas and events
Framing and Reframing: how to align with a situation to achieve your purpose

Working with the Unconscious Mind
Metaphor: intervene elegantly for creative
solutions
Involuntary unconscious signals – we all make
them. How to elicit and use the signal to bypass the
conscious mind in change work
N Step Reframe is a bridge pattern to create
powerful change
What to do when inconsistencies strike: understanding and utilising the power of intention to assist
a client
Parts Integration for when two objectives don't mesh and you need to create alignment

Context Practices and Content Models
Conflict Resolution and Strategy Development through third position: step out of your own shoes
and into someone else's
How to have successful meetings using NLP frames and applying NLP principles
Dilts' Neurological Levels – a change strategy for individuals and organisations
The Disney Strategy: how to tell if a plan is really feasible
Internal strategies which explain behaviour and how to use them to change behaviours

Practitioner Ethics
Roles and reponsibilities – let's keep this relationship professional
Framing and dealing with expectation in a client, colleague, manager or report
Understanding the distinction between content and process – we do not have to share our deepest
darkest secrets to begin to work with them
How do I know if it's worked? Gaining clarity with evidence of success
Integration: how to ensure that a client's conscious and unconscious mind are working in tandem

Certification
You will demonstrate that you meet the required standard in three ways:
• through presentation of your learning
• through demonstration of your ability to calibrate
• in a written 'test' review
Two trained trainers will carry out assessment, and continuous feedback is given throughout the
course from tutors, peers and self.

Ethical, Dynamic Tuition
Dr Jan Russell Dexter has been teaching NLP for over two
decades and is accredited as a trainer by both the ANLP and
ITANLP. Jan has developed her own feel for how to build
and integrate NLP as a set of principles, and heads up the
creation of ethical and applied NLP training in the
Lincolnshire region.
Nicola Ellwood MSc. is an accredited NLP Trainer, and
Master Coach.
Nicola’s professional development and qualifications lie
within training, coaching and management. She is also the
creator of innovative new programmes applying NLP
principles to professional sports, allowing athletes to achieve
consistent success.

How to Join the Course, and other practicalities
The Practitioner course runs over nine full days, in separate modules to give the
opportunity for application and reflection between times.
The dates are 30 June/1 July, 11/12 August, 1/2 September, 21/22/23 September
The venue will be The Village Hotel, Nottingham NG9
Course fees are £1799 plus optional VAT, with an early bird discount price of £1499 +
optional VAT for deposits received by 30th April.
Flexible pricing options for individuals dependent on income, email for details

There is an option to attend the first four days only and receive a Diploma in NLP.
The fees for this are £799 plus optional VAT/£699 plus optional VAT with the Early Bird
Discount.
For booking and enquiries
jan@yourbusinessinmind.com
nicola@performanceandmastery.co.uk

